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Session Notes  
 

This is our 6th session.   

 

Life listens and talks to itself constantly. 

We need an instrument to hear and see the invisible and inaudible.  Can we explore Intuition as a developing conscious 

sense? 

How do we fine tune our sensitivity?  To cultivate sensing, the placing of attention, with not just open mind, but also an 

open heart…   Perhaps this is a higher/deeper/more subtle dimension of Loving.   Thru LOVE we come into resonant 

relationship with something and “distance” collapses. 

To sense into emergent resonances: 

Today we will experiment with the developing consciousness of a collective reciprocating field of receptivity. 

 

During this session we will explore through our direct experience an immediate sense of connection with each other – in 

and through the Holy Presence in which we live and move, breathe, and love.  Think of it as “mystic practice”!   This 

practice is particularly resonant with unitive spiritual sensibilities.  It emphasizes an experience of deep communion in 

and through our presence to each other and to all that is.  It is a practice that develops the ability to shift from self-

referencing to Holy Presencing.   

 

Of special note:   My own community of Wheaton Franciscans is currently “experimenting” to “tune in” to the quality of 

the collective space we share when we are present to each other.  We want to be as fully present to one another as we 

can, as a community of alive, loving Earth-elders.  Our teachers, Elizabeth Debold and Thomas Steininger of “One World 

in Dialogue”, describe some qualities of this “enveloping” space.  and I found it amazingly resonant to how Robert 

Sardello speaks of the space that Spiritual Elders can hold.    

 

Here is a description adapted from these teachings:  The space around us has a quality and texture that is more than our 

personal experience.  It has dimensions that are universal.  They are a pair of polarities that create a four-

fold*:                                                Sky 

 

                                    Temporal                                                                                    Infinite  

  

      Earth  

First, all of us can open to a sense of “ground”.  This is a ground that all creatures share, being solidly “here”, “now”, in 

this place.  We are here. Together.  Earth.  Grounded. We have a sense of being a Creature on Earth.   At the same time, 

all of us share an upward sense of spaciousness, an upward and all-around opening into possibility.  

We can sense an expansive opening to receive what can be, like the vast Sky around us all.    

We simultaneously can sense our togetherness, our specificity, and yet, there is a sense of spacious immenseness (like a 

sense of Spirit), and an open receptivity for what might show itself.  We might call this polarity Earth/Sky.  

 

Next, there is the experience of something like a sense of time passing, a beginning and an end to things, while at the 

same time a kind of immortality or timelessness, can make itself known.  We can sense our finitude, as well as the 

passing of all things, challenging us to stay present, “here and now”.    There is a heartfelt texture to awakening to the 

passing reality and fleeting nature of whatever presents itself.  But, again at the same time, if we open to it, there is an 



emergence of the infinite – a way in which whatever presents itself endures beyond time.  It is as if both are possible: 

things begin and end, and yet our experience of them lives on into the future.    Another way Thomas and 

Elizabeth invited us to hold this Temporal/Infinite polarity is to sense it in terms of another similar polarity, that of 

Human/Divine or Mortal/Immortal.    

  

*  Loosely based on the “4-fold” that is at the heart of Martin Heidegger’s philosophy.  

 

To learn more about Elizabeth Debold and Thomas Steininger, click here: About | One World in Dialogue  

To learn more about Robert Sardello, click here: ROBERT SARDELLO -- INTEGRAL SPIRITUAL PSYCHOLOGY - Home 

 

 

For continued practice… SENSING experiments offered during our session:  

 

A. Simultaneity of attention “in” hands and sensing shift in physical experience of hands: 

1. Relaxing and settling.  Holding the hands in a comfortable position; simple noticing.  

2. Becoming aware of the experience of breathing; placing attention “into” the breath.  Letting attention be “in” the breath like a 

fish is in the water…. 

3. After some steadiness with attention “in” the breath, shift attention “into” one hand or both  ( attention is “in” not “on” …).  

4. After some steadiness with attention “in” the hand/s, widen aware to include noticing any physical sensations in what is called 

“hands”. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- 

B.    Sensing SILENCE / Sensing experience of “ME” / INTENTIONALLY shifting into sensing “WE” /  

1. Taking the attention to the body, grounding in physical sensation: feet, legs, pull of gravity in the trunk and arms; the shoulders 

and position of head on spine…  becoming fully physically present, relaxed, and attentive to experience.   

2. Then taking the attention to ambient sounds, and then to the silence/stillness that is “behind” and/or “holds” the sounds.  

Sensing Silence as “here” and “present”. 

3. Sensing the felt experience of “me” and then “we” – perhaps eyes open, seeing the others, or closed – toggling the body slightly 

forward/backward to help with a sense of “me” and “we”. 

 

 
C. Sensing into the field between. (From Robert Sardello, Christine Center Earth Eldering Circle Practice) 
1. In a state of relaxation, place attention at somewhere at the periphery of the body – such as an arm or a leg. Notice that it is like 

being lightly touched at that place at the periphery of the body.  
 

2. Move attention to several different places at the periphery of the body and notice that same felt sense – a sense of feeling that 
it is like being lightly touched at the periphery of the body. 

 
3. Then “pouring” all attention into one such place – like taking a “bubble” of attention there at a peripheral place of the body.  As 

attention is placed in this way, simultaneously allow an inner ‘shift’ of consciousness to the opening of vast, inner, spacious 
Silence. (The shift into Silence may be accompanied by a distinct body sensation or shudder, which can be mild or quite 
dramatic.) 

 
4. Within the experience of Silence, gesture the word “heart” with the lips, allowing a second strong inner bodily shift -- a re-

orienting of consciousness now centered at the place of the physical/soul/spirit heart. Although the form of the body is no 
longer experienced – heart-awareness opens.  

 
5. Notice what seems to be an ‘extension’ of open “space” around you. This “space” is most easily noticed first as if at the sides of 

the body, but it extends above and below, front and back. Sense into this space, notice it.  Sense it all around as a kind of 
enveloping space, like a psychic envelope extending all around. 
 

6. While noticing this “psychic envelope”, again gesture the word “heart”, and then notice the change of the qualities of your 
surroundings. 

 

https://oneworldindialogue.com/about/
http://www.robertsardello.com/

